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BOHEMIAN EURO - Narellan tel. 4648 4211

I don't think many of you even know we have 
a German restaurant in Macarthur. I did, but 
I had never dined there. Situated in the old 
stretch of The Northern Road near Camden 
Valley Way which was detoured recently 
Bohemian attracts diners from across Sydney. 
Well anyway, I visited the German restaurant 
with Cat and Maggie late in Winter.

Despite the fact I was accompanied by two 
girls (and I do get called a girl quite regu-
larly), this really is a big eater's restaurant. 
There was a table of a dozen '30 something' 
guys near us in the restaurant. Cat noticed 
that one of them had brought his baby in a 
pram. "Man!" I exclaimed, "he really wanted 
to come." This is a carbohydrate fest'.  Big 
dishes, big servings... mostly meat, potato, 
vegies and sauces. You get the picture.

We had Cabbage Rolls and Dutch Croquettes 
for entrees. The diminutive Maggie ordered 
the biggest dish on the mains menu. The 
Pork Nuckle is massive! I went for the Rack of 
Lamb which owner and Chef Alan described as 
his 'Aussie dish'. Cat won in my opinion. Her 
Hungarian Goulash with Spaetzle was very 
tasty. I enjoyed a Czech beer called Bernard 
Amber. Yes it goes with my Skoda.

If you have travelled to Europe and want 
to relive the experience of German dining, 
Bohemian Euro is straight up authentic. If 
you are looking for an ethnic dining experi-
ence other than Thai or Italian, Bohemian 
Euro could also be the answer. But if you are 
just bloody hungry go straight to Bohemian 
Euro on the old bit of The Northern Road at 

Narellan. You know, beside Narellan Motor 
Inn.


